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Across  
    

1 Popular Israeli T-shirt depicting pregnant  22 Creator deity of Hinduism constituting with  

 Palestinian woman in crosshairs of rifle  Vishnu (“preserver”) and Shiva (“destroyer”)  

 (3, 4, 3, 5)  the Trimūrti (or trinity of supreme divinity)   

14 Marvelous painter from Carlton (Steve Hart  enacting eternal functions of universe 

 Dressed as a Girl, Rainbow Serpent etc.) 23 World famous musician born Michael Peter  

15 “Where the place? Upon the … There to meet  Balzary in Melbourne in 1962 (unusual nick- 

 with Macbeth” Macbeth  name due to childhood hyperactivity) 

16 End of time (initials) 25 Live carefree single life esp. in pad 

17 “The world is charged with the grandeur of 29 Iconic Australian crackers with holes for  

 God / Why do men then now not reck his rod?  butter and vegemite to squeeze out of 

 Generations have …, have …, have … etc.” 32 Tragic villain of timeless gothic novel  

 God’s Grandeur Gerard Manly Hopkins  tormented by sadistic, bestial, grief-stricken  

18 Super flirty, floral fragrance by popular singer  heartthrob hero (initials) 

 from Barbados (Diamonds, Umbrella etc.) 33 Refusing to accept new, enlightened political  

19 Marvelous arthouse movie theatre in Chapel   or moral ethos stubbornly maintaining values  

 Street, St. Kilda (currently showing Pasolini   of the past (from allusion to period after  

 retrospective)  defeat of South in American Civil War) 

21 “Now I am become Death, the destroyer of  36 Island of Scottish Inner Hebrides associated 

 worlds” Ancient religion invoked by J. Robert   with Bonnie Prince Charlie and plaintive air 

 Oppenheimer after witnessing first detonation   sung by Paul Robeson, Tom Jones and Rod 

 of a nuclear weapon on July 16, 1945  Stewart 
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Across (contd.)  
  

37 What does Peter Allen do when his baby  64 Controversial Johnny Depp movie role 

 smiles at him (in catchy 70s hit)? (initials) 66 Darkly humourous term from 19th century for 

38 Without meaning or practical relevance,   person who provided freshly buried corpses to 

 pointless, theoretical, hence unimportant and  medical profession for anatomical dissection 

 not worth considering 
 

Down 
39 Initials shared by tragic, overcompensating,  

 closeted homosexual US writer (The Sun Also  1 Iconic UK comedy series with Stan, Arthur,  

 Rises), legendary costume designer known for   Olive, Mum and Blakey (cited as exemplifying  

 eau-di-Nil creations for Tippi Hedren in The   outmoded values of 70s such as running joke 

 Birds and sociopathic Theranos CEO with   about unattractiveness of female lead and sole 

 all-black Steve Jobs look and mad stare  black character named “Chalkie”) (2, 3, 5) 

40 Hand-operated device from ancient Egypt  2 Edible seaweed in dark green sheets popular 

 consisting of a pole, basket and counterpoise   in Japan 

 for lifting water 3 Intrepid, new billionaire owner of Twitter  

43 Schizophrenic crime boss from swinging 60s  (first name) 

 London who in 1968 autobiography My Life  4 Elite sect of ancient Judaea lambasted by  

 revealed admiration for Gordon of Khartoum  John the Baptist as a “generation of vipers” 

 “Gordon was like me, homosexual, and he  5 Harvey Norman or Hassan Nasrallah (initials) 

 met his death like a man. When it’s time for  6 Gloomy characterization of life by Alexander  

 me to go, I hope I do the same” (initials)   Pope (to friend Dr. Arbuthnot) (4, 4, 7) 

46 Wild sheep of central Asia with large curled 7 Ancient Roman baths 

 horns 8 Traditional greeting of Thailand consisting of  

47 Sven Nykvist or Sam Newman (initials)  a slight bow with palms pressed together in a  

48 Hannah Arendt or Hans Asperger (initials)  prayer-like fashion such as on Thai Airways  

49 Demon in German folklore and agent of Satan   Royal Orchid Plus 

 who Dr. Faustus sold his soul to played by 9 Ocean’s Twelve (initials) 

 striking, actor/philosopher Andreas Teuber in  10 Ripping 1966 wide-screen adventure film by  

 often risible, 1967 horror-movie version with  Basil Dearden about last campaign of Charles  

 Richard Burton as Faust and Elizabeth Taylor  “Chinese” Gordon memorable for powerful 

 as Helen of Troy (prompting Pauline Kael to   scenes with Charlton Heston as headstrong, 

 remark, “By the time Richard Burton was in a   overcompensating, closeted homosexual hero 

 position to star in a movie of Marlowe’s   and Lawrence Olivier in blackface 

 Doctor Faustus further dealing with the Devil  11 River in Hades known for inducing oblivion  

 probably had become anticlimactic”)  if drunk from 

52 Survival-Evasion-Resistance-Escape Arduous  12 Appear as a vague form, esp. when large or 

 US military training program with arresting   threatening (or in darkness or fog at sea) 

 knife slashing through razor wire in foreign  13 Attacked repeatedly with machine-gun fire  

 land insignia (acronym)  from low-flying aircraft 

53 Albert Ellis or Augustus Egg (initials) 18 Mountainous region of northern Morocco and 

54 Off-… Living in a minimal, independent way  main source of cannabis in Europe 

 without reliance on public utilities such as 20 Saudi Arabia or St. Albans (initials) 

 water, sewerage or electricity (like Simeon  24 One who interprets effect of stars and planets  

 Stylites or Ted Kaszynski)  on people’s lives such as at Psychic Rainbow  

55 Langston Hughes or Lionel Hardcastle or   219-221A Blyth St, Brunswick East 

 Lovey Howell (initials) 26 Ancient Egyptian symbol of life consisting of  

56 Empress of Russia (before Revolution)  a cross with a lachrymiform loop replacing 

58 Arabic patronymic signifying “son of” (e.g.,   the vertical upper ascender appropriated by  

 … Saud) cf. Abu (father of) (e.g., Abu Jihad)  Goth subculture and Wellness Movement 

59 University of Paris (initials) 27 Examine in court to arrive at legal decision  

60 Albert Zugsmith or Arnold Zweig (initials)  (United States v. Elizabeth A. Holmes, John  

61 Oz, Phil, Dre, Faustus, Arbuthnot, T etc.  C. Depp v. Amber Laura Heard etc.) 

62 Brief text on phone such as “I’m on the tram”, 28 Hillary Clinton or Harry Cohn (initials) 

 “we need milk” or “yay” 30 A$AP Rocky or Ayn Rand (initials) 
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Across (contd.)  
  

31 Rejected, derided, treated with contempt or  44 “Moab is my …; over Edom will I cast out  

 disdain, stigmatized as despicable or unworthy  my shoe” Early Israeli foreign policy 

32 Russian for no (The City of Yes and the City 45 Queen of Olympian gods known for jealous  

 of No) (Город да город …) (Cyrillic please)  and vengeful actions against numerous lovers  

34 Vicious woodland creature of northern Europe   and illegitimate offspring of cheating bastard  

 prized for soft, white winter fur featured in   brother/husband 

 arresting portrait of young lady by Leonardo  47 Ancient religion of Japan known for belief in  

 da Vinci (in Kraków) signifying purity  spiritual energy or kami infusing universe 

35 Tik… Popular short-form video hosting service 48 Members of subjugated slave class of ancient  

 with multiple issues inc. negative mental health  Sparta (treated with sadistic cruelty by elite 

 impacts, addiction, bullying, sexualization of   Spartan minority) 

 minors, misinformation (Covid, the Holocaust) 49 Style of dining involving numerous small 

 recruitment for ISIL etc. (banned in China)   plates of finger food popular in Mediterranean  

 (also Afghanistan as incompatible with Islam) 50 Soldier assigned to a very dangerous duty or 

41 Interjection expressing incredulity, surprise or  position (from French for lost) 

 bewilderment (tinged with derision) 51 Psychic Rainbow, Brunswick (initials) 

42 Heresy (promulgated by Cyrenaic ascetic and  52 Villain of John Ford’s The Searchers played  

 priest) condemned at Council of Nicaea for  by German-born Henry Brandon (Heinrich 

 denying co-eternity of the Father and the Son   von Kleinbach) known for 60-year career   

 (“But as for those who say, there was when   specializing in roles as scary non-whites 

 He was not, and, before being born He was   (Tarzan and the She-Devil, F Troop etc.) 

 not and that He came into existence out of  57 Enigmatic German text (meaning mad) in 

 nothing or who assert that the Son of God is of   Siebzehn by Paul Klee (1923) 

 a different hypostasis or substance, or created,  59 Latin prefix meaning one (corn, verse etc.) 

 or is subject to alteration or change, these the  63 E=… …2 Wittily named Mariah Carey album 

 Catholic and apostolic Church anathematizes”) 65 Oscar Niemeyer or Oliver North (initials) 
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